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Dear Planning Dept,

  Copying in the police and others. 

  Please note humanity is now destroying the natural infrastructure that keeps us alive.  As
ecosystems collapse, so will we. Yet policy makers and media pretend they are leaving the
environment in a better state.  This is not true.

 Their targets are wrong.  We are carboned out and must Drawdown without further
delay. 

  Our nine planetary boundaries are in great peril and the Earth Charter warnings of thirty
years ago (when everyone decided it was a good idea not to destroy our good-looking
home planet) have got lost in corporate mal-speak.

 Reminder; our ozone layer as well as our healthy ocean circulation have only been
salvaged thanks to timely action by the British Antarctic survey (ozone)  and Greenpeace's
"Stop the Bloody Whaling" campaign ( whale excreta being critical to krill/phytoplankton
symbiosis ie oxygen production).

 Scientists' warnings are still insanely being ignored. This is a matter of national &
international security. Our Prime Minister has received the shocking briefing from Sir
Patrick Vallance but he has yet to inform the rest of us. 

   It should not be that WWF is trying to sound the alarm but that governments- including
ours- obscures the truth from those who pay their salaries.

 Over-optimism will not help us. 

 Perhaps ministers would like to explain to us all what will happen once the Gulf Stream
collapses. And the Blue Ocean event occurs.

  The carbon bombing to which we are being criminally subjected is wrong on every count.
Hopeless improvident governance is now complicit with deadly industries. 

    The carbon dioxide level at Mauna Loa continues to frighteningly rise and is now tipping
over 420 parts per million.

 Who knows?



 And what are the implications? 

 It's extremely dangerous and risking tipping points and feed-back loops that will see off
life on Earth.

  Our young people have not yet been told that sacrificing Mother Nature to the fossil fuel
industry is the worst crime since life began. They will be the unlucky victims as life-
expectancy plummets (wars, diseases, famine). 

  Another appalling report is due out from the UN, as if the Code Red for Humanity is not
enough. 

 We are facing annihilation unless we act with great speed.

No more mad carbonic schemes thanks including this one. The Environment Act 2021
requires ambitious nature recovery. 

Deceptions must stop. The Truth must be told. 

Decarbonisation is overdue. 

We can all help. Do not leave us at Dunkirk. 

 Yours faithfully,

    Susan Chapman     

 

   




